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ON WEAK CONCEPTS OF STABILITY

GIKO IKEGAMI

§ 1. Introduction.

The manifold in this paper is assumed to be connected differentiable
of class C°°. Let Sr(M) and 3£r(M) be the set of all diffeomorphisms
and vector fields of class Cr on a manifold M with Whitney Cr topology,
respectively. In [2], the concept of weak stability is defined. The defi-
nition is equivalent to the following ((2.1) of this paper); /eS r (M) or
X e %r(M) is weakly (allowably) stable if and only if there is a neighborhood
U of / or X in @r(M) or 3£r(M) such that for any (a suitable) g or Y e U the
set of all elements topologically equivalent to g or Y is dense in Z7,
respectively. Here, /, g e Sr(M) are said to be topologically equivalent if
they are topologically conjugate and X, Y e £r(M) are said to be topologically
equivalent if there is a homeomorphism mapping any trajectory of X
onto a trajectory of Y preserving the orientations of the trajectories.
Similarly, weak Ω-stability is defined for / and X.

All weakly (β-) stable systems compose an open set. The set of all
systems which are weakly (Ω-) stable but not structurally (or Ω-) stable
is also an open set. In [2] it is shown that in case of the non-wander-
ing set being finite the weak stability of a diffeomorphism of a compact
manifold implies the structural stability. The nondensity of weakly
stable diffeomorphisms and weakly β-stable diffeomorphisms are shown
in [2].

One aim of this paper is to prove some results ((2.2), (3.2), and (4.2))
about allowable stability which are similar to some results mentioned
in [2] with or without proof. Another aim is to prove the existence of
a vector field on the 2-plane R2 which is weakly stable but not struc-
turally stable. This example is mentioned in [2] without proof.

§2. Weak stability and allowable stability.

Let T be any topological space and ~ be an equivalence relation
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between the elements of T. An element x of T is said to be stable with
respect to the equivalence ~ if there is a neighborhood U of x such
that x ~ y for any y in U.

In [2] a concept of weak stability is defined for dynamical systems.
It is defined as follows for topological space T. For x, y in T we denote
x >̂ y, if for any neighborhood V of y in T there is a neighborhood U
of a? in Γ such that for any xf in U there is #' in V with x' ~ y'. We
denote a? ~ 2/ if and only if x ^ y and y ?> x. Then, # e T is said to be
weakly stable with respect to the equivalence ~ if there is a neighbor-
hood U of x such that a? ~ y for any 7/ in U.

The next property (2.1) gives an equivalent definition of weak sta-
bility.

(2.1) xeT is weakly stable if and only if there is a neighborhood

U of x such that for any y eU the set of all elements equivalent to y is

dense in U.

Proof. If x is weakly stable, there is a neighborhood U of x such
that for any yeU y ~ x. It is sufficient to show that for any z in U
and any neighborhood V of z there is z' eV equivalent to y. Since ~
is an equivalence relation, y ~ x and z ~ x imply y ~z. Hence, y ^ z.
This shows that there is z' in V such that zf ~ y. The converse of (2.1)
is clear.

This property (2.1) reminds us of a following weaker concept of
stability than weak stability. R. Thorn also suggested to the author the
following concept of stability by a different definition in a discussion
after the conference on manifolds and topology held in Tokyo, x e T is
said to be allowably stable with respect to the equivalence — if there
is a neighborhood U of x with the following property; there is xQ in U
such that the set of all elements equivalent to x0 is dense in U. We
say such element x0 a dispersed element about the allowably stable ele-
ment x.

By the definitions the set of all elements whichί are stable, weakly
stable, or allowably stable is an open set. Moreover, the set of all ele-
ments which are weakly stable but not stable is an open set.

Let Q)ΎiM) and 3£r(M) be the set of all diffeomorphism and vector
fields, respectively, on a manifold M with Whitney Cr topology. For
diffeomorphisms / and g in @r(M) f and g are said to be topologically
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equivalent (or conjugate) and denoted by / ~ g if there is a homeomor-
phism h on M satisfying fh = kg. For X and Y in 36r(M), X and Y
are said to be topologically equivalent and denoted by X ~ Y if there is
a homeomorphism mapping any orbit of X onto an orbit of Y preserv-
ing orientations of the orbits. Let Ω = Ω(f) or Ω = β(Z) be the non-
wandering set of / or X. We denote f~Ωg or X ~ β Y if f\Ω(f),
g\Ω(g) or X|β(X), Y|β(Y) are topologically equivalent by the similar
sense as above. / e S)r{M) and X e Xr(M) are said to be structurally Cr

stable, weakly Cr stable, or allowably Cr stable if they are stable,
weakly stable, or allowably stable, with respect to topological equiva-
lence, respectively. For / and X Crί2-stability, weak Cri2-stability, and
allowable Crβ-stability are defined similarly using the equivalence ~ 0 .

(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism of a compact mani-
fold, 1 <; r <; oo. If f is allowably Cr stable, then all periodic point of
a dispersed diffeomorphism about f is hyperbolic.

The proof is very similar to that of (2.4) in [2].

Proof of (2.2). Let f0 be a dispersed diffeomorphism near /. Since
/ is allowably stable, there is a Cr neighborhood U of / such that the
set of all diffeomorphisms topologically conjugate to f0 is dense in U.
Suppose that there is a periodic point p of fQ which is not hyperbolic.
Let n be the period of p.

The number of the periodic points of n must be finite. In fact,
assume that there are infinitely many such periodic points. By Kupka-
Smale, there is g in U such that g has only hyperbolic periodic points
and there is a neighborhood V of g such that for any heV all periodic
points of h of period n are hyperbolic. Hence, the number of periodic
points of h of period n is finite. Since /0 is dispersed, there is h e V
with /o — h. But the number of periodic points of period n of fQ is in-
finite. This is a contradiction.

By a small perturbation of f0 only in a neighborhood of nonhyper-
bolic periodic points of period n of /0 we have /0

+ e U which has only
hyperbolic periodic points of period n so that (i) in a neighborhood of
a nonhyperbolic periodic point p of / of period n there is only one
periodic point p+ of f0

+ of period n, and (ii) p and p+ has the same
number of eigenvalues λ with \λ\ < 1, so the eigenvalues of p with |Λ| = 1
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are altered to that of p+ so that \λ\ > 1. Similarly we have fo~ e U by-

altering the eigenvalues of p with \λ\ = 1 to the eigenvalues of p~ so that

\λ\ < 1. Since f0 is dispersed and all the periodic points of period n of

/0

+ are hyperbolic, the numbers of the periodic points of period n of / 0

and/o+ are the same. Similar fact holds for /0~~. There is a neighbor-

hood V+ of /o+ such that for any g+ e V+ /0

+ and #+ have the same num-

ber of hyperbolic periodic points of period n and of the same index.

There is similar neighborhood V~ of /0~. Then, for any g+eV+ and

9~ e V~, g+ ^ g~. This contradicts to the fact that all diffeomorphisms

equivalent to /0 are dense in U. Therefore, f0 has only hyperbolic peri-

odic points. This proves (2.2).

(2.3) COROLLARY ((2.4) of [2]). Let f be a Cr diffeomorphism of a

compact manifold, 1 <̂  r <̂  oo. If f is weakly Cr stable, then all peri-

odic points of f are hyperbolic.

§ 3. Suspensions and associated diffeomorphisms.

The aim of this section is to prove theorem (3.2).

Let φt(x) be a Cr flow associated to a vector field X on a compact

manifold, i.e. if we put φt(x) = x(t), (d/dt)x(t) = X(x(t)) and x(0) = x.

A Cr cross-section of φt(x) is a compact Cr submanifold w with codimen-

sion 1 such that

( i ) W intersects every orbit,

(ii) the intersection of W with each orbit is transversal,

(iii) if xeW, there is a t > 0 with φt(x) e W, and

(iv) if x e W, there is a ί < 0 with φt(x) e W.

If ^(#) has a cross-section W, a diffeomorphism f:W-+W, called the

associated diffeomorphism of ^(a?), is defined by /(#) = φtj<x) where tQ

is the smallest positive t satisfying φt(x) e W. Conversely, suppose that

a diffeomorphism / of W is given. Define a diffeomorphism τ: R x W

-*RχWbγ τ(t,x) = (t + l ,/" 1 ^)) . Then the orbit space of {τn:neZ}

is a manifold, say Wf. The flow ψ t: R x T^-*/? x "FT, ψt(u, x) = (u +19 x)9

induces a flow φt on TF/. This φt or the associated vector field to φt is

called the suspension of / .

The suspension φt(x) of f:W-*W has a cross-section Wo = 0 x W c W/.

The associated diffeomorphism with respect to φt and Wo is trivially

conjugate to the given /. If φ\ is the suspension of the associated
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diffeomorphism of a Cr flow φt, φ't and φt are Cr equivalent. If fx: Wλ

—> Wι and f2: W2-*W2 are Cr conjugate, the suspensions of fλ and f2

are Cr equivalent. These facts are formulated in [5].

Let / be a Cr+1 diffeomorphism of W and Xe£r(Wf) be the suspen-
sion of /. If Y is sufficiently close to X in %r(Wf), Wo is also a cross-
section of Γ. So, we have a map A from a neighborhood of X in
Xr(W/) into Sr(PF0) = @r(W) by corresponding to Y the associated dif-
feomorphism of Wo = 0 x W a Wf.

(3.1) PROPOSITION. Lei W be a closed manifold, f be a Cr+1 dif-

feomorphism of W,r^> 1, and X be the suspension of f. Then there are

neighborhoods V of X in Xr(Wf) and U of f in @r(W) such that

( i ) on V the map A is defined and continuous,
(ii) there is a continuous map S: U —> F such that AoS = id, so

A(V) = C7, and

(iii) A is an open map.

By (ii) it is obvious that S is surjective and that for g e U S(g) is Cr

equivalent to the suspension of g.

Proof of (3.1). Let V be a neighborhood of X on which A is de-
fined. It is elementary to see that A is continuous on V.

Let exp.2. be the exponential map from a neighborhood of the origin
in the tangent space of W at x onto a neighborhood of x in W. If we
define a diffeomorphism exp (X) for a vector field X near the trivial field
Ow by (exp (X))(x) = exp^ (ZJ, exp is a homeomorphism from a neigh-
borhood of CV in #r(W0 onto a neighborhood Uo of id^ in &(W) such
that exp (0*0 = id*. Put U = {//'I/' e £/„}. Let jl(ί): [0,1] -> [0.1] be a
C°° function such that on the neighborhoods of 0, 1 λ(t) — 0, λ(t) = 1
respectively. For g eU we define a Cr diffeomorphism /^:/χPP—>I xW
as follows (See Figure 1)

hg(t, x) = (ί, exp (Λ(ί) exp-1 f~ιg)(x)) .

For geU we define a vector field S(#) on TF/ as follows. Here, we use
the identifications Wf = Iχ W/(0,f(x)) ~ (l,aθ, Wf-W0 = (0,1) x TF,
and TittX)(Wf) = Rx TX(W), (ί, a?) e TF/β
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Figure 1

{(l,4-K(s>x)\s=t) for (t,x)eWf-W0
tx) = l\ ds /

1(1,0) for (t,x)e Wo .

Using the property of λ, we can see that S(g) is Cr on W — Wo and for

(t,α) near TF0 S(flr)(tf*, = (1,0). Hence S(g) is Cy. Since exp is a

homeomorphism S: U -> 3er(TF/) is continuous. TF0 becomes also a cross-

section of S(g). By using the identification Wf = I X W/(0,f(x)) - (l,x)

we can show that, denoting by φt{x S(g)) the flow associated with S(g),

Φi(x;S(g)) = fir(a?). (See Figure 2)

Figure 2

Next we prove (iii). We will prove that for any open subset Ύ' of

V and any g in A(70 there is an open neighborhood U' of g such that
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^ is a Cr+1 manifold but it is C" outside of Wo. Let f e F b e a
Cr vector field of Wf such that Ϋ induces a C°° vector field, denoted also
by Ϋ, of Int/ x W and that to fjΓ^exp"1 is defined, where g = A(Ϋ).

ΫφtX) = f(1,/W) by the identification id x Tf: T(O,X)(I x W) — Γ ( l f / W )

(/ X Tf). Conversely, a Cr vector field Y' of / x W such that Y'(0,*) =
Y'a,f(χ)) induces a vector field of Wf, denote it by Y' too. Let S(g) be
the suspension of g, which is a Cr vector field on W~. There is canon-
ically a Cr+1 diffeomorphism H: Int/ x TF->Int/ x W such that H is
an equivalence between Ϋ \ Wf — WQ and S(g) \ W$ — WQ. Define a neigh-
borhood U' of g by

V'f = {g'eU: Kexp"1 §"Y),| < 2 Kexp"1 ^-^),|} .

Next, we define a Cr vector field on Wf. Let to(x) denote the smallest
positive t satisfying φt(x) e Wo, where φt(x) is the flow associated to the
vector field H^(Ϋ) induced from Ϋ and the diffeomorphism H. For
gf G Ό'ψ and (t,x)el xW let

Kg.(t, x) = exp (λ(t/Ux)) exp"1 a

For a? € W define a path in / x W from (0, x) to (1, g~ιg\x)) by

where π denotes the projection / x W-+I. Then, a Cr vector field 2 on
/ x W is given by

where t = fΛ(s) = πφs(x). Z induces a Cr vector field Z on W$ — Wo. By
the definition,

The associated diffeomorphism of Z is g'.
Define

on Wj

on Wo

ί = ί,(β) .
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The associated diffeomorphism of Y' is also g'.
Since we can suppose that V is bounded, for all Ϋ in Y' Vx and

H*1 are bounded. Hence by taking Ϋ closely enough to Y, so that taking
g closely enough to g, we can assume that Y' e Yf for all gr e TJr

γ. Then
TJ'f is the desired neighborhood U' of g.

This completes the proof of (3.1).
The part (i) of the following theorem in case of structural stability

is well known. In case of weak stability and structural stability this
theorem is mentioned in [2] without proof.

(3.2) THEOREM. Let f be a diffeomorphism of class Cr+1 of a closed
manifold W, r ^ 1, and X be the suspension of f. Then

(i) If f is allowably (weakly or structurally) Cr stable, X is allow-
ably (weakly or structually) Cr stable, and

(ii) if X is allowably (weakly or structurally) Cr stable and if there
is no epimorphism πλ(W) —> Z, f is allowably (weakly or structurally) Cr

stable.

Proof. We shall prove in case of allowable stability. The proof of
other cases are included in the following proof.

(i) Since / is allowably stable, there is a neighborhood Uf of /
in 3>r(W) such that for a suitable f0 in Uf the set of all diffeomorphisms
conjugate to f0 is dense in Uf. Uf can be assumed to be contained in
U of (3.1). Let Vx = A~KUf). As A(X) = AS(f) = /, Yx is a neigh-
borhood of X. Put S(f0) = Xo. Xo is contained in Vx. We shall show
that XQ is dispersed in Vz. Let Y be any vector field in Vx and Vγ be
any neighborhood of Y in Vx. Since A is an open map, A(V'Y) is a
neighborhood of A(Y). As f0 is dispersed, there is fό in A(Y) such that
/0 and /o are topologically conjugate. We can take X'o in V'γ so that
A(X'O) = f{. Since A(X0) = AS(f0) = f0 and f0 and /0' are topologically
conjugate, Xo and Xf

0 are topologically equivalent. This shows that Xo

is dispersed in Vx. Therefore, X is allowably Cr stable.

(ii) Since X is allowably stable, there is a neiborhood Vx of X such that
for a suitable Xo in Vx the set of all vector fields equivalent to Xo is
dense in Vx. Vx can be assumed to be contained in V of (3.1). Since
A is an open map, Uf — A(VX) is a neighborhood of /. Putting- A(X0)
= /o> /o is contained in Uf. We shall show that /0 is dispersed in Uf.
Let # be any diffeomorphism in Uf and ϋ'g be any neighborhood of g
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in Uf. Since Xo is dispersed, there is X'Q in A"\Ug) such that X'o ~ Xo.
/o = A(XQ) is contained in ϋg. In [1] it is proved that if there is no
epimorphism πx(W) —> Z, the equivalence of two flows with cross-sections
which are diffeomorphic to W implies the equivalence of the associated
diffeomorphisms. Hence, by Xo ~ X'o we have f0 = A(X0) and /0' = A(Xζ)
are topologically equivalent. This shows that /0 is dispersed in Uf. There-
fore, / is allowably Cr stable.

§4. Nondensity of allowable β-stability.

In [2] it is shown that for a compact smooth manifold M with dimen-
sion ;> 2 and for 2 <; r < oo the set of all weakly Cr stable diffeomor-
phisms is never dense in Sr(M).

In this section we show nondensity of allowable β-stability on 3-
torus Γ3 by using the following Simon's result. In [2], by using this
result, nondensity of weak β-stability is shown, and moreover, it is
shown that there is not a countable set {hj} and a Baire subset B in
Sr(Γ3) such that each / in B is equivalent in the sense of ~Ω to some
hj, where the notation ~Ω means ~ (§2) derived from ~ Ω in place of

In [4] C. P. Simon shows

(4.1). For /e^ r (Γ 3 ) and a positive integer n, 1 ^ r, let Nn(f) =
number of fixed points of fn. Then, there exists an open set U in
^r(Γ3) such that if fλ e U and Uι is any neighborhood of fx in U, there
is f2 e Ux and an integer n such that Nn(fJ Φ Nn(f2) and all periodic
points of f2 of period fg n are hyperbolic.

(4.2) THEOREM. There exists an open set U in @r(T3) such that if
f eU, f is not allowably Cr Ω-stable for 1 ^ r.

Proof. Let U be the open set given in (4.1) and / be any dif-
feomorphisms in U. Suppose / be allowably β-stable, then there is a
neighborhood V of / in U such that there is a dispersed diffeomorphism
/0 in V. But, by (4.1), there is g in V and n such that Nn(f0) = Nn(g)
and all periodic points of g of period n are hyperbolic. Hence, for all
diffeomorphisms gλ in a neighborhood of g Nn(g^ = Nn(g) Φ Nn(f0), so
fo^offi- Therefore, /0 is never dispersed in V in the sense of — Ω. This
is a contradiction.
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§ 5. A weakly stable system which is not structurally stable.

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem (5.7), which is shown
in [2] without proof.

We can construct a Cr vector field Xo on [1, oo) x S1 by the method
of M. M. Pexioto and C. C. Pugh [3] satisfying the following property,
1 ^ r ^ oo.

(5.1) ( i ) In (i,i + 1) x S1, i = 1,2, , there are only two fixed
points Pi and qt. (Pi and qt are said to be associated.) pt is a hyper-
bolic saddle point. The stable manifold Ws(Pi) of pt contains the only
trajectory leaving i x S1 but failing to arrive at (i + 1) x S1 and the
unstable manifold Wu(Pi) of pt intersects (ί + 1) x S1 in two points. In
the region bounded by (ί + 1) x S1 and the Wu(Pi) a single generic source
qi is glued in to complete the picture. (See the Figure 3.)

oxs1 l xs 2XS 1 3XS1

Figure 3

(ii) For any integer ft ^ 1, (ft x Sι) Π {Ws(pτ)\i = 1,2, •} is a
dense set in ft x S1 and any trajectory intersects transversally with
ft x S\

(iii) There is a C1 neighborhood No c X1 ([1, oo) x S1) of Xo such that
any YoeNQ has the property of (i) and (ii).

Next, we attach the boundary of a closed 2-disk B2 to the boundary
of [0, oo) x S1 and regard [0, oo) x S1 U B2 as the 2-plane R2. Extend Zo

to a flow X of R2 so that Z has a generic sink 0 in B2 as an only fixed
point of X in Z?2 and that 0 X Sι is a hyperbolic closed orbit.

Denote [ί,ϊ + 1] X S1 = ^ . Since X |β 2 U [0,1] x S1 and Z[^ 4 are
Morse-Smale systems, X is structurally stable in a local sense. Hence,
there is a C1 neighborhood N of Z in 3ir(R2) such that for any Y in
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N {Ws(Pi) i = 1,2, •} is dense in (fc x S1), k = 1,2, . , and that
Γ|2?2 are equivalent to X\Σk9X\B2 respectively.

Let v be an injection from the set of saddle points {pt} of YeN
into positive integers Z+. Call v an admissible order of {p4} if the fol-
lowing condition (5.2) is satisfied.

(5.2). ( i ) If vivd < v<Pj), WKVi) Π (Wu(pj) U Wu(qj)) = 0.
(ϋ) v(Pi)^i.
(iii) v"1 (i) is a finite set for any ieZ+y the positive integers.
Two flows Xo and Xx on a manifold M are said to be isotopic, if

there is a level preserving homeomorphism h: I x M —>/ x M such that,
denoting /̂ (ί, a?) = ht(x), hQ = id. and ht is an equivalence between the
flows Xo on 1 x M and Z t on 1 x I , h is called an isotopy from Zo

to Xi.

(5.3) LEMMA. Let YeN, {Pi} and {#*} be the sets of the saddle
points and sources of Y, and v be an admissible order of {Pi}. Then,
there is a flow Z on R2 satisfying the followίngs. There is an isotopy
from Y to Z. By the isotopy pt and q% are brought to a saddle and a
source of Z contained in (v(Pi) + i) X S1 and (v(Pi) + f) X S1 respectively,
where in Y pt and qt are assumed to be contained in Σt.

Proof. We shall construct a flow Zt by repeating isotopical modifi-
cations from Z^—Y inductively, where we shall make isotopies so that
Zk = Zk_λ on B2 U Σo U U Σk_x.

Let ι>(Pi) = 1, by (5.2) (ii) such pt exists. Bring pt and qt into Σ1

by an isotopy of Y so that any other fixed points of Y are not changed.
In fact we can do this; since v{pd < v(pj) for any Pj (j Φ i), (5.2) (i)
guarantees that there is no saddle point or source of Y in Σ2 - Σt which
obstructs to bring pt and qt into Σλ by an above isotopy. Next, we can
bring all saddles q with the addmissible order 1 (v(q) = 1) and all cor-
responding sources into Σx by an isotopy so that any other fixed points
are not changed and that all saddles and sources in Σx are contained in
(1 + -j ) x S1 and (1 + f) x S1 after the variation. We denote the resulting
flow on R2 by Zλ and denote all saddles and sources of Zx in Σx U Σ2 U
by {Pi} and {gj respectively, where we consider pt or qt of Z1 to be the
result of the modifications of pt or qt of Y respectively.

Assume we have constructed a flow Zk_t on R2 so that Y = Zo is
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isotopio to Zk_λ by an isotopy which does not change Y\B2 U Σo and any
pi9 qt with v(i) ;> k and that in Zk_λ p t e (v(i) + 1) X S\ qt e (v(ΐ) + f) X S1

for vii) < k. For all i >̂ k, if pt e Σt in Zfc_!, p(pt) ;> fc.
Similarly as we construct Zx from Zo, we can change Zk_x to con-

struct Zk by an isotopy on Σk U Σk+1 1} . In Zk sill saddles with ad-
missible order k are contained in (fe + •£•) x S1 and all corresponding
sources are contained in (k + f ) x S1.

•By the above construction of Zk, liiocijc^ Zk converges to a flow Z
which is isotopic to Y. This Z is the desired one.

Let p be a saddle in [1, oo) x S1. Fix an orientation of SK Let
W?(p) denote the component of the unstable manifold Wu(p) of p which
go out from p with the same orientation as S1 when we set the flow
near p in standard situation by an isotopy, and let Wy(p) denote the
another part of Wu(p). (See Figure 4.)

Figure 4

Let τr; [0, oo) x S1 —> [0, oo) be the projection onto the first factor. For
dynamical systems in the open set N we define an equivalence relation
as follows. If Y and Y; are equivalent in the following sense, W(Y)
and W(Y;) will be homeomorphic (lemma (5.5)). Here, W(Y) denotes
the subset of R2 that consists of all stable and unstable manifolds of
all saddle points of Y.

(5.4) DEFINITION. TWO dynamical systems Y and Yf contained in
N are geometrically equivalent if the following conditions are satisfied.

( i ) For the set {Pi} and {pj} of all saddles of Y and Yf respec-
tively there are admissible orders, which we denote by the same symbol
v.
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(ii) There is an invariant bisection /;{Pi}-»{Pi} with respect to v,

i.e. vf(Pi) = v(Pi).

(iii) For any saddle point p of Y let f(p) = p'. By an isotopy we

change Y to a flow Yv so that, for any saddle point pt with v(pt) <* v(p)

and p* Φ p, π(Pi) < π(p) and π(p) x S1 Π Wu(Pi) is a set containing only

two points; by lemma (5.3) this is possible. Similarly change Yr to Y'p,.

By the above condition (ii) the numbers of the elements of the sets

{Pi\v(Pi) ^ V(P)} and {p'i\v(p'i) ^ v(p')} are equal. The condition (iii) is the

following. With respect to Yp and Y^ there is an orientation preserv-

ing homeomorphism hp: π(p) x S1 —> TΓCP') x S1 such that &p(p) = pr and

that for any pt with y(p€) <̂  v(p) and PiΨ p the following are satisfied.

fcpWfo) Π ίr(p) X S1) = TW(p«)) Π τr(p') X S1 ,

and

hp{Wΐ(pύ Π *(p) x S1) = WΐifipJ) Π ττ(pθ X S1 .

Condition (iii) is independent of the choice of Yp and Y'p, or the

choice of isotopies. If saddle points {Pi \ vipd ^ v(p)} and {p[ \ v(pβ ^ v(p')}

of two flows in N can be situated by isotopies as these in Yp and Y'v,

of (iii) p and p r are said to have the same situation with {Pi\v(Pi) ^ y(p),

p€ Φ p} and {

(5.5) LEMMA. For αn /̂ ί^o ^o^s Γ and Yr in N and any neighbor-

hood U of Y' in @r(R2), 1 ^ r ^ oo, there is a C°° flow Z in U such that

Y and Z are geometrically equivalent.

Proof. Starting from Yf = Z> we will construct Zk inductively by

perturbations step by step. In the construction a positive integer j(k)

is defined for all integer k so that k < j(k) < j(k + 1 ) . Zk will be con-

tained from Zk_λ by a perturbation only in Σk U Σj{k) and only outside

of neighborhoods of fixed points of Zk_λ in Σk U Σj(k). Z will be defined

as Hindoo Zk. Since Z = Zk for all feina neighborhoods of fixed points,

we may assume that the set of the saddle points of Zk is the same as

that of Z. In this sense an admissible order v and a bijection / will

be defined on an increasing sequence of subsets of the saddle points of

Y or Zk at the same time when we define Zk inductively.

Let Pi and p't denote the saddle points of Y and Zk contained in Σt.

Step 1. Let Y' = Zx. We define v(pj = 1, v(p[) = 1, and f(pj = p[.
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Step 2. Define v(pz) = 2. (a) If p2 in Y and p2 in 2Ί have the same

situation with p1 and pi we define Z2 = Z19 v(pβ = 2, and f(p2) = 2?2

(b) The case that p2 in Y and p'2 in Zx have not the same situation with

px and p[. We can take an integer ί(2) > 2 and a perturbation Za of Zx

only on 2^ keeping fixed on neighborhoods of fixed points in Σ2 so that

in Y and Z'2 pi&) and p'2 have the same situation with p1 and p{. This

perturbation of Zj is necessary only in case that Wu(p{) Π Ws(p'2) Φ φ but

Wu(pχ) does not intersect with any stable manifold of other saddle or

the case that Wu(pΐ) Π Ws(p'2) = φ but TFyOPx) and WΐdpJ are contained

in stable manifolds of saddle points. Here we define v(piω) = 2, v(pζ) = 2,

and f(pi(2)) = p2. Next, as above, we can take an integer j(2) > 2 and

a perturbation Z2eU of ^ only on ΣH2) so that p2 &nd ^ ( 2 ) have the

same situation with {pl9pi{2)} and {pί,?>2}. Here we define v(p'j{2)) = 2 and

We assume that we have defined inductively Zu_x and p, / on sub-

sets of saddle points of Y and Zk_lf i.e. we assume we have finished

step (k — 1).

Step fc. (a) In the case that pk = pim) and p'k — p'j{n) for suitable

m,n<k, we put Zk = Zfc_!. In this case there is no saddle point which

has admissible order k.

(b) The case that pk Φ pUm and pi Φ p'Hn) for any m, n < k and

that pk and pi have the same situation with all saddle points of Y and

Zk_x to which admissible orders <k are defined in all the previous steps.

In this case we define Zk = Zk_19 v(pk) = fc, v(pk) = fc, and /(pfe) = PΛ

(c) The other case. If pk = j ^ ( n ) for a n < &, y and / are defined

for pk in a previous step. In this case put Zk = ^ . j . In the another

case we can take an integer i(k) > k and a perturbation ZkeU of Zk^

only on Σk as above so that pi{k) and p^ have the same situation with

all saddle points to which admissible orders < k are defined in all the

previous steps. Here, we define v(piik)) = k, v(p'k) = k, and f(piik)) = pk.

The above perturbation should be taken so small that the condition (5.2)

(i) is not broken for all saddle points in Z'k_x to which admissible orders

defined in previous steps.

If pk = ptim) for a m < k9 v and / are defined for pk in a previous

step. In this case put Zk = Zk. In the another case we can take an

integer j(k) > k and a perturbation ZkeU of Zk only on ΣHk) as above

so that pk and jfJik) have the same situation with all saddle points to
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which admissible order <̂  k are defined before. Here we define v(pk) = k,

*(#(*>) = &> and f(pk) = p ' ^ .

By the above construction there exists Z = lim*^ Zk and to all saddle

points of Y and Z admissible order v is defined. And by the construc-

tion Y and Z are geometrically equivalent. This proves (5.5).

(5.6) LEMMA. // Y and Yr in N are geometrically equivalent, there

exists a homeomorphism h from W(Y) onto W(Y') preserving the orien-

tations of trajectories with the following properties, (i) h((i X S1) Π

W(Y)) = ( i χ S1) n WOT), i = 0,1,2, . . . , and (ii) </ /(p<) = p$, then

} is the bijectionHere, f:

which produces the geometrial equivalence.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (5.6) for Z and Z' that are obtained

by isotopies from Y and Yf using lemma (5.3). Let {pka), " 9p*a)} be

the set of all saddle points of Z contained in Σk. Taking a small per-

turbation of Z by an isotopy Z can be assumed to have the following

properties.

(a) The trajectories of Z are transversal to k x Sι for k = 1,2, - ,

transversal to t x S1 for t e (0,1), and transversal to S*, where SI is

the any circle with origin O and radius r contained in Inti?2.

(b) Every trajectory that is not contained in (Wu(qk(1)) U U

Wu(qka))) U (Wu(pkω) Wu(pk(j))) is transversal to t X S1 for k< t <

k + i:

(c) F o r a n y s a d d l e p o i n t peΣk a n d a n y te[k,k + 1] (Wu(p) — {p})

is transversal to ί x S1.

kXS flfe+1 XS1

Figure 5
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(d) For any source qeΣk there is a closed disk D

such that g e l n t D c TF*(0) Π Σk9 denoting by p the associated saddle

point with q D Pi Wu(p) = p,dD — {p} is smooth, and every trajectory in

Wu(q) is transversal to 3D. (See Figure 5.)

Similarly we bring Z' to the above situation.

Let m ^ 1 be an integer. We define a map hm: W(Z) Π (m x S1) -*

W(Z') Π (m x S1) as follows for α e W(Z) Π (m x S1) define

'W'(f(p)) Π m x S1

Wu

r(f(p)) ΠmxS1

if a e Ws(p) for a saddle

if a e Wy(p)

if α e TF?(p) ,

where / : {p€} -> {p } is the bijection from the set of saddle points of Z

onto that of Zf as above. feTO is well defined, for p e Σι implies f(p) e Σt

by the construction of Z and Z'.

Next we show that hm is a homeomorphism. Let aly a2, a3 e W(Z) Π

(m x S1) and suppose that α j , ^ , ^ are ordered in this way with the

orientation of S1. Let ak e W(pίk), where k = 1,2,3 and TF(piΛ) = Tfs(pίΛ)

U PFw(pίft). Let p be a saddle of Z such that π(p) is larger than π(ph)9

π(ph), and π(p ί s). Then there is an orientation preserving continuous

surjection g: π(p) x S'-^mx Sι such that (a) for xemx S1 g'Kx) is one

point if and only if x e Ψ'ίp^) U Ws(2?ί2) U TF fei,), (b) if x = Ws(pik) Π

m x Sι g~\x) = Cl W(gίjfc) Π ίr(p) x S1, and that (c) if x = TFy(p<a) Π m x

S1 flf-iία?) = Tf,w(2>ίfc) Π π(p) X S\ and if x = TΓ?(pis) Π m x S 1 flr"^) = T )

Π τr(p) x S1. (See Figure 6.)

m Xs1

Figure 6

f (P) Xs
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Put hjβk) = a'k, k = 1,2,3. For Zr there is a map g'\ π(f(p)) X S1 ->

m x S1 as above. Since p and f(p) have the same situation with {piχ, pi%9

ph} and {/(PiXfiPiXfiPu)}, P and /(p) are situated in p x S1 and

/(p) X S1 in the same order with {^~1(α1),^'1(α2),^"1(α3)} and {flr'̂ ίαQ,

9f~ι(fl5)>9'~ι(βΰ\> respectively. Hence, alya2faz and aί,a'2,ai are ordered in

the same way with respect to the orientation of S1. Since al9a2, and a3

are arbitrary points of W(Z) Π (m x S1), hm preserves the orders of the

points in W(Z) Π (m x S1) and W(Z') Π (m x S1) with respect to the

orientation of S1. As W(Z) Π (m x S1) and PF(Z') Π (m x S1) are dense

subsets of m x S1, this implies hm is continuous. Since ΛTO is bijective,

hm is a homeomorphism.

Next, we define a homeomorphism h: W(Z) —> W(Zf).

Let W(x) and W'ίa?) be the trajectories of Z and Zf passing on x.

If xe TF(Z) Π 21* - Cl(FΓtttoΛ(1)) U U ̂ w(gjfc(^)), fc = 1,2, , we define

h(x) = TF'ίΛjίTFίa?) Π fc X S1)) Π τr(^) X SK lί xe Wf(p) or W%p) for a

saddle p of Z in I"*, we define h(x) = W?(/(p)) Π τr(ίc) x S1 or Tf^(/(p)) Π

π(x) X S1 respectively. By the properties (b), (c) of Z and Z', h is well

defined for these x and h(p) = f(p) for a saddle p. Let q e Σk be a

source. On W(Z) Π W (̂<z), h is defined as follows. Let p be the saddle

in Σk associated with q, and q' be the source of Z' associated with h(p).

Let D and Z?7 be the disks given in (d) above containing q and q' re-

spectively. For a e dD Π TF(Z) we define h(a) = W'(h(W(a) Π (jfc + 1) x S1))

Π D'. We can extend /̂  over W(Z) Π D so that h maps TF(Z) ΓΊ D

homeomorphically onto W(Z') Π D' and fe(g) = ^^ We can extend h over

W(Z) Π (ΐFω(<?) n i f c - f l ) so that h maps TF(Z) ΓΊ (Wu(q) Γ\ Σk - D)

homeomorphically onto W(Zf) Π (Wu(q') Π Σk - DO. Therefore, we have

defined a homeomorphism h: W(Z) Π [1, oo) x S1 -> T7(Z0 Π [1, oo) x SK

Finally, by extending h over Σo we have a homeomorphism ft: W(Z)

-> TF(Z0. This proves (5.6).

(5.7) THEOREM. For 1 ̂  r ^ oo there exists an open set N of Xr(R2)

such that

( i ) any vector field contained in N is not structurally Cr stable,

(ii) any vector field in N is weakly Cr stable and CrΩ-stable, and

(iii) N contains uncountably many equivalence classes of vector fields

but X ~Y for any X,YeN.

Proof. Let Xo and N be the vector fields on Rz and the neighborhood
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of Xo given in the first place of this section. The β-stability of XeN

is clear from the fact that X\B2 and X\Σkf k — 0,1,2, , are Morse-

Smale. For XeN we can find Y arbitrarily near to X so that X has

two saddle points p and pf with Ws(p) Π Wu(p') Φ p. But such Y is not

structurally stable. So, X is not structurally stable.

Next we show that any vector field in N is weakly Cr stable. Let

Y, Y' e N. In any neighborhood U of Y' there is Yff such that Y and

Y" are geometrically equivalent by lemma (5.5). Then, by lemma (5.6),

we have a homeomorphism h: W(Y) -> W(Y") satisfying the properties

(i), (ii) in (5.6). Taking small perturbations by isotopies, Y and Y" can

be assumed to have the properties (a), (b), and (c) in the proof of (5.6).

For any t e [1, oo), let k <^ t < k + 1 for an integer fe. Let Uk and Z7"

denote the set of all points in the stable manifolds of all sources in Σk

of Y and Y". By the proof of (5.6) we may assume that h(W(Y) Πtx

S1 - Uk) c W{Y") ΠtxS1- Όk\ Denote ht = h\(W(Y) Π t X S1 - Uk).

Since W(Y) and W(Y") are dense in tχS\ ht is extended uniquely to a

homeomorphism ht: (W(Y) Πt X S1 - Uk) -> {W{Y") Π t X S1 - t7ςθ. ^

defines a homeomorphism fe: (2Ά; — Uk) -* (I'Λ — CZiO Let g be a source

of Y in Σk and D, D'7 be the disks as in the proof of (5.6) containing

q, h(q) respectively. Similarly we can define homeomorphisms h:D-*D"

and h: (Wu(q) n i f c - O ) - > (Wu(h(q)) Π I , - D'). From these h we have

a homeomorphism h:Σk->Σk. Hence, we have a homeomorphism

h: (0, oo) x S1—•((), oo) x S1 which is an extension of h. Extend h to

h:R2-+R2 so that fc|Z?2 maps the trajectory of Y\B2 onto a trajectory

of Y"|.B2. Since the one parameter subgroups φt9 φ" of Y, Y" are

families of homeomorphisms on R2 which vary continuously with t, and

since h is orbit preserving on a dense subset of R2 — B2, h is orbit

preserving on R2. Therefore, Y and Y" is equivalent. This proves that

any Y in N is weakly Cr stable.

Next, we show that in the family of equivalence classes of flows in

N there is a subfamily which has the cardinal number of reals R. For

a dyadic expansion of α e (0,1), a = O.a^as ,α* = 0 or 1, we can

fined a flow Xa in N so that Xa satisfies the following properties, (i)

There are saddle points p fc(0), pka)9 pk{2) of Xa such that if α t = 0 (or

1), WΊKPfcci-i)) Π TFs(pfc(i)) Φ φ (or TFyίp^i.!)) n WKP^) Φ Φ respectively),

and that W?(pkii-i}) (or TΓ?(p*(i-i)) respectively) intersects the stable mani-

folds of no other saddle points, (ii) For any other saddle point p than
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P*(D> Pfc(2)> of (i) Wu(p) intersects no other saddle of Xa. If
a — O.a^as and β = O.β1β2β3 are two different dyadic expansions,
we can show that Xa and Xβ are not equivalent. This shows the part
(iii) of (5.7).

This completes the proof of theorem (5.7).

Remark. In the proof of theorem (5.7) the homeomorphism h, which
is the equivalence between Y and Y", is not taken near the identity.

The following problem is open. Are there diffeomorphisms or flows
on a compact manifold which are weakly stable but not structurally stable?
On the other hand such a question rises whether weak stability implies
β-stability.
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